MYP Newsletter 7- 24th January 2020

Dear Parents,
Hope everything is ok and you are all fine. At school we are very busy with Summative Assessments,
International Evening preparation, Assemblies and our students are engaged and very proactive with
their responsibility.
Workshop
Thanks to the parents who attended the Inquiry workshop Mr Driver
and I delivered last Tuesday. It has been a very interesting
opportunity to work with parents and across programmes, on what
our students experience on a highly important approach to teaching
and learning, relevant to all IB programmes.

Book Fair
I would like to inform you that we have Book Fair taking place at
school on the 14th of February from 1.00pm to 5.00pm. Grade 12
students will have the opportunity to look at the books available,
either during their lunch break, during a non-contact session (if they
have one during this time) or after 3.50pm
Grade 10 change Homeroom tutor
Due to the many commitments Mrs Pessia has associated with her role of Inclusion Manager, Mr Totta
will become the grade 10 Homeroom tutor as of Monday, 27th of January.
Students have been informed by Mrs Pessia of the changes but she will continue to keep a watchful eye
as they continue to progress through the school.
Mr Trotta is very excited about this new role and look forward to starting it.

Assembly
Our Grade 7 students run an assembly this morning to raise
awareness about the bushfire disaster in Australia and its
impact on local fauna. During the assembly they showed
videos and also performed a song to make their peers aware
and conscious of the problem.
Action: They also asked me to inform you all that they are
planning two extra actions on this topic:
- International Evening: grade 7 are going to place their stand
in the “Typical Animals” room and will be more than happy to
inform parents and peers about Australian animals in danger.
- Friday 31st January will be a no-uniform day: students can decide to come to school in their normal
clothes and donate at least €2
Please find below the grade 7 message for you:
Dear parents,
We would like to inform you that we are organizing two events to raise funds for the Australian animals
that are impacted by the Australian bushfire. The first event will be a stand on international day where
you can get more information and perhaps donate something .
The Second event will be organized on Friday 31st of January where your children can pay 2 euros or
more to be allowed to wear their normal clothes .
Greetings,
Grade 7

International Celebration Day
Just to let you know that we have our International Celebration Day
event on Wednesday 29th January 2020 from 3.45 to 5.30pm. We
have already collapsed the timetable on Monday afternoon (20th
January 2020) and have a further afternoon when we are collapsing
the timetable on Tuesday 28th January 2020 and are asking for
parent volunteers to support us with working with students to
prepare activities and materials for the day.
All students will continue working in one of the following areas, supported by parents, older / senior
students and teachers: World music; Traditional Dress; National/cultural history;
Important
country/cultural animals; National/cultural celebrations; Food culture/etiquette; Language;

National/cultural famous people; National/cultural games/sports; National/cultural arts and dance;
Science and Technology around the world.
If you are able to attend to help us with this upcoming session, please let me know as soon as possible.
The plans for International Celebration Day (Wednesday 20th January 2020) are as follows:
-International Day: Early Lunch for all students.
-Set up rooms 1:30pm and final Practices with Parents
-Parents may bring in their food items from 2:30pm to the cafeteria
-Parent Arrival 3pm for the start of International Day!
-3:00 - 3:35 Group A remain in room and B rotate and look around rooms and complete Passport
-3:35 Group A return to rooms
-3:40 - 4:15 Group B remain in room and A rotate and look around rooms and complete Passport
-Parents are serving food - Children are not to help themselves and get a taste of various, especially
sushi is 2 pieces each until all served for example.
-Students to clear classrooms when waiting to enter Cafeteria
-4:15pm KG and Transitions and Grade 1 students can enter Cafeteria to get food
-4:30pm Passport enter (Rotation A and B)
-4:45pm Passport enter (Rotation A and B)
-Clear up cafeteria 5:00 - 5:30pm

IS Siena Students engaging in the Chess Tournament “Memorial Roberto Magri” after Mr
Tunde trained them.

Music Lessons-Message from Ms Rebecca
We are delighted to inform parents that we have recently confirmed the appointment of
External Music teachers of drums and piano.
Saverio Cacopardi is an experienced drummer for a variety of different groups as well as
teaching in other schools around Siena.
Elisabeth Rundlette, originally from the US, has been teaching singing in Rome before moving to
Siena. She has experience in teaching a wide range of genres from opera to jazz and really
enjoys working with young singers.
Both teachers will be giving lessons after school from 3.45pm to 5.45pm, and the days will be
confirmed when we have a clear idea of student demand. Please let the Office know if you
would be interested in taking advantage of these lessons.
As previously mentioned, lessons will be charged at 20 euros for 30 minutes and paid in
advance at the start of each term.
Many thanks, Miss Rebecca
Events around
I’d like to inform you that on the 22nd and 23rd of February there
will be the first edition of  “Siena Comics for Kids”, an
event organised by Scuola del Fumetto. Please find below the
web link for the event.
https://www.sienacomunica.it/siena-comics-for-kids/
If you know about any interesting events that will happen in town
or nearby, share it with the school community please!

Snapshots from teachers
In Italian Language Acquisition with Ms Veronica

Grade 7 had lots of fun
while having a competition
on the comprehension of

the message in the movie Wonder!
In Language and Literature with Dr Brown…
Grade 9 finished reading The Pearl. As a final activity before summative assessment next week, the
students are working in groups to film trailers or short scenes from the book. Costumes, scripts, modern
interpretations, role reversals…it will be exciting to see the finished products! Next week will be a little
more serious as students will prepare for their summative assessment task: a talk on a thematic question
inspired by the book.Grade 9 finished reading The Pearl. As a final activity before summative assessment
next week, the students are working in groups to film trailers or short scenes from the book. Costumes,
scripts, modern interpretations, role reversals…it will be exciting to see the finished products! Next week
will be a little more serious as students will prepare for their summative assessment task: a talk on a
thematic question inspired by the book.
Grade 10 are currently writing their summative assessment essays on Romeo and Juliet. After spending
some lessons analyzing themes, characters and literary devices, they are now putting all their knowledge
into a coherent, insightful and beautifully worded essay. We will miss the excitement of the plot and the
beauty of Shakespeare’s words, but there will be more exciting material in the next unit!
Grade 11 are unwilling to let go of Marjane Satrapi’s wonderful graphic novel Persepolis! We are reading
part 2 this week and next before embarking on a challenging summative assessment. The students
presented fascinating ideas and thoughts on various aspects of the text last week; from exploring the
history, politics and culture of the region to analyzing the text as a memoir, a coming of age tale and a
graphic novel, we have had interesting discussions and asked thought provoking questions on identity
and perspective.
In Science with Ms De Bray…
The grade 7 students have just
started on their new unit called
Elements, Mixtures and Compounds
(Including states of matter). The
students did an experiment based
on the different states of matter.
They made a heating curve of ice,
changing into water, changing into
steam.
This encompasses the three states of matter; solid, liquid, and gas, respectively.
In PHE with Ms Cappelletti…
Grade 9: this is the last week for students to practice and

perform the acrobatic balances they have composed for their summative assessment.
In Music with Ms Rebecca…
In grade 9, Edoardo is sharing his mandolin skills

And Vanessa is preparing her presentation about chinese
Harp

In Maths with Mr Sokratis…
Grade 9 students have been practicing a lot on linear algebraic equations in one variable. They have
managed to build a solid base for connecting and translating real world situations to algebraic equations
by maintaining balance in an equation, operating inversely, using algebraic flowcharts, hence solving.
Students agreed that not always the most popular solution is also the right one.

Grade 10 students got feedback for their work on the summative assessment at Statistics-Data
Representation for Criterion A. There had been a discussion on the performance and possibilities and
action for improvement. Proceeding to the next unit which is closely related to simplification of
algebraic expressions, there was a brainstorming on the connection of physics and algebra by
rearranging algebraic equations-formulas both from physics and mathematics.

Grade 11 students finished their summative assessment on the advanced task (Criterion D) of describing
the movement of a cleaning robot with vectors. Furthermore, on Unit 3, there had been an introduction
to the types of numbers. Students shown a great amount of interest in the existence of complex
numbers while an open discussion has taken place on the unfortunate use of the term “imaginary” for
numbers such as i.
Below the demonstration of a Venn diagram of the number sets used in MYP Mathematics.

Kinds Regards and a presto,
Ms Letizia Rosati
MYP Coordinator

